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Company Information:

Member Support (Orders, Account Questions, etc.)

Monday – Thursday: 7:00 am – 9:00 pm (MST)

Friday: 7:00 am – 12:00 Midnight (MST)

Saturday: 8:00 am – 12:00 Noon (MST)

Phone: 888.924.6872

Email: support@zijacorp.com

Life Unlimited Mobile App:

iOS Apple App Store – Search “Life Unlimited”

Android Google Play Store – Search “Life Unlimited”

Your Information: 

Zija User ID:  ___________________________________________________________

Password:  ____________________________________________________________

Username:  ____________________________________________________________

Replicated Website URL:  _________________________________________________

Upline Information:

Sponsor Name:  ________________________________________________________

Sponsor Phone:  ________________________________________________________

Sponsor Email:  _________________________________________________________

Sponsor Rank:  _________________________________________________________

Upline Name:  __________________________________________________________

Upline Phone: __________________________________________________________

Upline Email:  __________________________________________________________

Upline Rank:  ___________________________________________________________

Upline Name:  __________________________________________________________

Upline Phone: __________________________________________________________

Upline Email:  __________________________________________________________

Upline Rank:  ___________________________________________________________

Websites:

zijainternational.com 

zijaevents.com

Prospecting Site:
zija123.com 

Marketing Materials and Training/
Prospecting Tools:
zijabiztools.com

Social Media Accounts:

 facebook.com/drinklifein

 twitter.com/zija

 instagram.com/zija_international

 pinterest.com/zija

 facebook.com/drjoshuaplant

RESOURCES
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WELCOME TO ZIJA!
Zija International was founded on the idea that a better life is possible with 

the right combination of products, opportunity, timing and endeavor. Our 

cutting-edge health, wellness and beauty products allow individuals to look 

and feel their best, be more active, and share the Natural Health Revolution. 

The unique and simple Zija opportunity is providing unprecedented financial 

and time freedom to countless individuals worldwide. We invite everyone to 

bring their all and become their best, stretching and growing in the journey 

toward building their own Life Unlimited. 

– Zija International Mission Statement 
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A MAN WITH 
VISION
Figurehead. Innovator. 
Entrepreneur. Icon. 

The Zija story begins with one man 

viewing a documentary about a tree 

grown in faraway lands. His interest 

piqued as he observed people 

being sustained by consuming small 

amounts of this nutrient-rich botanical. This man is Ken Brailsford, a pioneer in 

the nutritional supplement industry, the “Father of Herbal Encapsulation,” and the 

Founder of Zija International. 

Long before Zija International became a household name, Ken had already 

successfully started and run two multi-million dollar health and nutrition network 

marketing companies. Although he was retired when he first learned of Moringa, 

Ken felt inspired by its potential to change the world. He came out of retirement 

and began learning as much as he could from scientists, biochemists, botanists, 

and pharmacologists the world over. 

Ken also assembled an impressive executive team to help spread the Zija 

message and empower our Independent Distributors in every way possible. He 

chose Ryan Palmer to lead the company, with the goal of rapid and sustainable 

growth at the top of both of their minds. 

Ryan, who comes from a successful sales background and has worked closely 

with Zija’s Distributors since the company’s early days, has helped Zija grow 

from an idea into a powerhouse that’s poised for incredible things. He and Ken 

both share a vision for Zija’s potential as a legacy company, which will be around 

forever and benefit generations of individuals and families going forward. Ryan 

is guiding the company toward this goal and helping everyone involved work 

toward their own Life Unlimited. 
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THIS IS LIFE UNLIMITED
Zija was founded on the idea that Life Unlimited is possible for anyone and 

everyone, which is based on 4 distinct pillars: Health, Wellness & Beauty, Financial & 

Time Freedom, Personal Development, and Active Lifestyle.

 
HEALTH, WELLNESS & BEAUTY

 Our health and well-being are under attack; we need a Natural Health Revolution  

 to help us naturally nourish, naturally restore and naturally condition the body.  

 Each of Zija’s product brands fills a unique void and serves a distinct purpose  

 in this revolution; these include Core Moringa Supplements, Améo Essential Oils,  

 Ripstix Fitness Supplements, and GenM Personal Care.

 
FINANCIAL & TIME FREEDOM 

 Our unique business opportunity has numerous advantages, including a low cost  

 of entry, tax breaks, personal development opportunities, the chance to leverage  

 residual income, unlimited income potential, and a home-based business model;  

 you are in business for yourself but not by yourself.

 PERSONAL DEVELOPMENT

 We love to recognize our hardworking and dedicated Distributors who continually  

 display a driven attitude by achieving short-term and long-term goals, growing  

 their Zija business and achieving Life Unlimited.

 
ACTIVE LIFESTYLE

 Being active is a major part of the Zija lifestyle. Whether you’re a pro athlete,  

 competitive trainer, or just enjoy getting out and moving, our products have been  

 carefully formulated to maximize and facilitate activity throughout the day to keep  

 you looking and feeling your best. 
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SCIENTIFICALLY 
SOUND

Zija’s breakthrough products are overseen 

by Dr. Joshua Plant, Chief Operating 

Officer and Zija Product Advisory 

Council Chairman. Dr. Plant’s impressive 

background and expertise—combined 

with his passion for the Natural Health 

Revolution and Zija’s mission—have 

helped create a solid scientific base 

around everything we create. 

THE MAN BEHIND THE 
MICROSCOPE

Dr. Plant graduated from Harvard 

Medical School first in his class, 

accomplishing an 8-year program in 

just 3.5 years. He earned his Ph.D. in 

Biomedical Sciences and was selected 

as 1 of 14 international recipients of 

the NIH Research Fellowship Award. 

Dr. Plant has published across several 

scientific journals for his work on 

cellular growth, metabolism and other 

health-related topics. 
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THE ZIJA DIFFERENCE

Each of our products has been carefully sourced, validated and delivered to provide the 

highest quality and purity available. These processes are overseen by the prestigious Zija 

Product Advisory Council. 

SOURCE: We work hard to carefully and correctly source our product ingredients from 

premier global partners. We want to provide the highest quality and most nutritious 

elements in each and every one of our products. You can consume or use them with 

confidence because we pledge to utilize the leading, most responsible sourcing practices 

worldwide.

VALIDATE: Our products go through a variety of tests to ensure they remain at the high-

level quality that Zija guarantees. Each product has been carefully formulated, tested, and 

validated in its creation to maximize beneficial results.

DELIVER: As a leader in manufacturing technology, Zija International uses state of the 

art machinery for each and every one of our products. We practice the industry’s highest 

standards in all that we do to deliver the top products available worldwide.  
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WELCOME TO THE 
#NATURALHEALTHREVOLUTION
OUR HEALTH AND WELLNESS IS UNDER ATTACK:

• 6 of the top 10 causes of death are directly linked to diet

• 2/3 of the world’s population is overweight

• ¾ lbs. is the amount of sugar the average person consumes per day

• 85% of the world’s population doesn’t meet the minimum amount of  

 exercise each week

• 70% of the world’s population is on at least one prescription medication

• $3252.03 is the cost spent per household in the healthcare system to address  

 weight-related health challenges each year

• 6 trillion is the estimated size of the food industry, making it the largest  

 in the world

A Natural Health Revolution is needed to change our outlook on health and wellness. We 

must naturally nourish, naturally restore, and naturally condition. 
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NATURALLY NOURISH

The Problem:

• 87% of us are undernourished in at least one key nutrient

• Our food chain contains just a fraction of the nutrition it once did

• Synthetic nutrients, which have flooded the food chain, are detrimental to our  

 health and wellness

The Solution: Core Moringa Supplements

• Nourisher. Beautician. Humanitarian. Native to the Himalayan Mountains, Moringa  

 oleifera contains 90+ vitamins, minerals, vital proteins, antioxidants, omega oils,  

 and other benefits

• Unlike other Moringa-based products on the market, Zija uses all of the most beneficial  

 parts of the tree—the leaves, the seeds and the fruit—in our proprietary blends

• The result is a line of high-quality, nutritionally-charged products

Naturally Nourish The Body With Genm Personal Care Products

• Zija’s team of scientists, nutritionists, and beauty experts has teamed up with Mother  

 Nature to look at how proper skin, body and hair care can assist in a more natural way. 

• Our cutting-edge and natural line of personal care products features Moringa oleifera

• GenM is bridging the generation gap to give health, wellness and beauty back to the masses

Naturally Nourish With Zija’s 1-2-3 Weight Management System

1) NUTRITION  
 SuperMix™

2) SUPPRESSION 
 XMburn™

3) DETOXIFICATION  
 Premium Tea
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NATURALLY RESTORE

The Problem:

• Hundreds of thousands of deaths each year are attributed to over- and mis-medication.

• Cost of good health today is at al all time high, with the average household pouring  

 $1,400 a month into the health care system 

The Solution: Améo Essential Oils

• Tens of thousands of scientific articles and institutions across the globe recognize  

 the health benefits of essential oils across dozens of health challenges

• Améo Essential Oils are leading in natural restoration thanks to cutting-edge research  

 and development, resulting in Clinical-Grade, Cell Active and Permeable oils, as well  

 as oils that promote positive gene expression

• Essential oils can be used throughout the day for thousands of reasons
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NATURALLY CONDITION

The Problem:

• Twice as many people die from a sedentary lifestyle than from being overweight

• Natural conditioning has shown various health benefits, including decrease in stress,  

 increase in relationship value, decrease in weight, increase in energy and enhanced  

 mental clarity

The Solution: Ripstix Fitness Supplements

• RIPSTIX IGNITE – Use before workouts to maintain an active lifestyle and next-level results

• RIPSTIX FUEL – Use during workouts to satisfy your thirst, hydrate your body, and keep  

 you at your peak condition

• RIPSTIX RECOVER – Use post-workout to deliver glucosamine, which provides  

 lubrication and protection to joints and cartilage 

• RIPSTIX HYDRATE – Drink throughout the day as a superior alternative to the sugar-laden  

 beverages so prevalent today
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GAME PLAN
You are in business for yourself, but not by yourself. Our turnkey business model, easy-to-

use tools, unmatched support, and lucrative compensation plan make starting and building 

your own successful Zija business a reality. 

YOUR FIRST 48 HOURS

To get started on the right foot and connected to the right tools, complete the following:

 Schedule a Planning Session with your Sponsor.

Date: _______________ Time:_____________

What is my “Why” for getting involved with Zija?

_____________________________________________________________________

_____________________________________________________________________

_____________________________________________________________________

_____________________________________________________________________

What are my short-term goals (first 90 days)

_____________________________________________________________________

_____________________________________________________________________

_____________________________________________________________________

_____________________________________________________________________

What are my long-term goals (12 months)

_____________________________________________________________________

_____________________________________________________________________

_____________________________________________________________________

_____________________________________________________________________
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 Log into your Back Office at myzija.com and become familiar with the tools and  

 information available here. You’ll use this tool often as you build your business.

 My username (Distributor ID):  __________________________________________

 My password:  ______________________________________________________

 In your Back Office under the “Marketing” tab, set up your MyZija replicated  

 website. This tool will help you share the Natural Health Revolution quickly  

 and easily. 

 Make sure that you have set up your Zija Rewards Purchase—or recurring  

 order—to process every 28 days. 

 Download Zija’s Life Unlimited Mobile App to take your business and tools  

 with you on the go! Search “Zija” in the Apple iOS App Store or Android  

 Google Play Store. 

 Connect to Zija’s social media accounts.

   facebook.com/drinklifein

   facebook.com/drjoshuaplant

   instagram.com/zija_international

   twitter.com/zija

   pinterest.com/zija

 Identify and commit to the following:

 Your Business Launch Meeting: 

 Date____________ Time_________Where_______________

 Team Training:

 Date____________ Time_________Where_______________

 First Corporate Event:
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 Date____________ Time_________Where____________

 First Team Call: 

 Date____________ Time______________

 Zija Nation Call: 

 Date____________ Time______________

 Natural Health Revolution Call: 

 Date____________Time_______________

 Create your List. (see page 38)

GET YOUR FIRST 2

YOU
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FIRST SEVEN DAYS

 Begin your experience with the Natural Health Revolution products

 Explore zijainternational.com and Zija’s social media sites to become familiar  

 with all marketing materials 

 Explore and become familiar with your MyZija personal replicated site

 Launch your business at your home, office or a quiet environment

 Continue to build your prospecting list

 Attend at least one business presentation or training; you should attend as  

 many as possible, as training is a crucial part of building this business

 Become familiar with Zija’s Getting Started DVD

 Listen to “Making the Shift” with Darren Hardy on YouTube

 Download and review the Business Opportunity presentation from your  

 MyZija Back Office

 Read the Roadmap to Life Unlimited from start to finish
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FIRST THIRTY DAYS

 Work with your Sponsor or Upline member(s) to develop and practice  

 “The System” found in the Roadmap to Life Unlimited

 Dial into/attend as many corporate calls, team calls and trainings as possible

 Help your first 2 get their first 2 and duplicate this down 4 levels

YOU

Week 1 (Get your First 2)

Week 2 (Help your First 2 Get Their First 2)
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Week 3 (Duplicate by Following the System)

Week 4 (Duplicate by Following the System)
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WEEK 1 Mon Tue Wed Thu Fri Sat Sun TOTAL

Piques

Passes

Plugs

3-way 
calls

WEEK 2 Mon Tue Wed Thu Fri Sat Sun TOTAL

Piques

Passes

Plugs

3-way 
calls

WEEK 3 Mon Tue Wed Thu Fri Sat Sun TOTAL

Piques

Passes

Plugs

3-way 
calls

WEEK 4 Mon Tue Wed Thu Fri Sat Sun TOTAL

Piques

Passes

Plugs

3-way 
calls

MY ACTION PLAN
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WEEK 5 Mon Tue Wed Thu Fri Sat Sun TOTAL

Piques

Passes

Plugs

3-way 
calls

Activity Monthly Goal Actual Results

Piques

Passes

Plugs

New Customers

New Distributors
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CONTACT MANAGER
This is a template of a tool that can be very helpful as you interact with your 

contacts. You can photocopy this form or create your own.

Results:  __ Customer   __ Distributor  __ 

Date: _______   Name: _______________________   Tel #: ___________________

Source: ________________________   Email: _____________________________

 Pique

 Pass

 Plug

 Follow Up

 Follow Up

 Other  ___________

Notes:  ____________________________________

__________________________________________

__________________________________________

__________________________________________

Results:  __ Customer   __ Distributor  __ 

Date: _______   Name: _______________________   Tel #: ___________________

Source: ________________________   Email: _____________________________

 Pique

 Pass

 Plug

 Follow Up

 Follow Up

 Other  ___________

Notes:  ____________________________________

__________________________________________

__________________________________________

__________________________________________

Results:  __ Customer   __ Distributor  __ 

Date: _______   Name: _______________________   Tel #: ___________________

Source: ________________________   Email: _____________________________

 Pique

 Pass

 Plug

 Follow Up

 Follow Up

 Other  ___________

Notes:  ____________________________________

__________________________________________

__________________________________________

__________________________________________
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STEP 1 – PURSUE YOUR 
PASSION
WHAT’S IMPORTANT TO YOU—WHAT’S YOUR WHY?

As human beings, we are complex and have various needs and aspirations; because of 

this, Zija strives to provide solutions that reflect our Life Unlimited mantra as well as yours: 

Health, Wellness and Beauty, Financial and Time Freedom, Personal Development, and an 

Active Lifestyle.

What does this have to do with starting your Zija business? Well, when most people decide 

to start a business, it’s because they are lacking something. They feel like they have a void in 

one of these key areas. So, what most people do is simply tell themselves something like: “If 

I only had more money, my problems would go away.” In reality, the money may not fill their 

void. If that is the case they will soon fail in their business because they don’t understand 

the true reason why they feel that void. 

To fill the voids in any of the key areas of your life, you must first identify them. Then you must 

decide what you are going to change about your life to fill that void. That’s right—to make your 

life complete, you’ll probably have to make some significant, and maybe difficult, changes. 

But these changes can bring about huge benefits—improvements that can literally 

transform your life for the better. 

What am I missing? So what motivates you? What would you like to do to change—and 

thereby achieve your dreams and make your life everything you want it to be?

WHAT AM I MISSING?

Health, Wellness and Beauty

_____________________________________________________________________
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Financial and Time Freedom 

_____________________________________________________________________

Personal Development

_____________________________________________________________________

Active Lifestyle

_____________________________________________________________________

WHAT MOTIVATES ME TO CHANGE IN EACH OF THESE AREAS?

Health, Wellness and Beauty

_____________________________________________________________________

Financial and Time Freedom

_____________________________________________________________________

Personal Development

_____________________________________________________________________

Active Lifestyle

_____________________________________________________________________

WHAT CHANGES WILL I MAKE TO FILL THAT VOID?

Health, Wellness and Beauty

_____________________________________________________________________

Financial and Time Freedom

_____________________________________________________________________

“When you know what you want, and you want it badly 

enough, you’ll find a way to get it.” – Jim Rohn 
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Personal Development

_____________________________________________________________________

Active Lifestyle

_____________________________________________________________________

Before starting your own Zija business, it’s important to stop and think about why you are 

doing it. If you don’t know the reason why, you won’t be around long enough to succeed. 

Keep in mind that your “why” constitutes 70%, while your “how” constitutes only 30%. You 

can learn all the basic steps of the business in less than a day, but your “why” is what will 

carry you to the finish line. 

WHY DO SOME PEOPLE FAIL WHILE OTHERS SUCCEED?

1)  ___________________________________________________________________

2)  __________________________________________________________________

3)  __________________________________________________________________

Although network marketing is a simple business, it’s not necessarily an easy one. You will 

inevitably face challenges along the way. You need to master your mindset and understand 

why you’re doing it. If you don’t know why you’re doing it, you’ll have a very tough time 

moving forward when you hit an obstacle. 

Since your “why” determines your success, doesn’t it make sense to spend some time 

establishing it? 

NEEDS 

List the important needs that you have to meet in order to maintain your current lifestyle 

(e.g. rent or mortgage payments, car payments, health insurance, clothing, groceries, 

education, debt, etc.) 

1)  ___________________________________________________________________

2)  __________________________________________________________________

3)  __________________________________________________________________
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If within one year you could meet all of your basic needs as listed above from a part-time 

income generated from your Zija business, would you feel successful? 

Should you continue with your present job, career, etc., and work with Zija part-time, the 

income you receive becomes “extra money” and can be used to acquire all of the things that 

you and your family have ever wanted. 

WANTS 

List the most important things you want to eventually achieve (e.g. vacations, more 

education, recognition, more free time with family, a new car, the ability to pay for your 

children’s education, etc.)

1)  ___________________________________________________________________

2)  __________________________________________________________________

3)  __________________________________________________________________

As you achieve all the things listed above, you will come to realize that success is a journey, 

not a destination. Your self esteem will considerably increase, which will cause you to want 

to attempt to accomplish those long-cherished dreams. 

YOUR “WHY” 

Based on your needs, wants and dreams listed above, in 1-2 sentences write your “why.” This 

is more or less your personal Zija mission statement: 

_____________________________________________________________________

_____________________________________________________________________

_____________________________________________________________________

_____________________________________________________________________

DREAMS 

List the most important things you have ever dreamed of doing, having or becoming, but 

were not sure about (e.g. a new car, a new home, donations to charities, contributions to 

your church, paying off your parents’ mortgage, etc.) 

Desired level of income after 3 months: $_______________
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Top 3 dreams this income would allow you to achieve

1)  ___________________________________________________________________

2)  __________________________________________________________________

3)  __________________________________________________________________

Desired level of income after 1 year: $______________

Top 3 dreams this income would allow you to achieve

1)  ___________________________________________________________________

2)  __________________________________________________________________

3)  __________________________________________________________________

VISION BOARD

Your Why provides motivation as you build your business. It’s important to revisit it often 

in order to keep up your momentum. Create a Vision Board with words and images that 

represent your Why, and let it inspire you every day to reach your goals and dreams. It 

might include pictures of your children, your dream home, places you’d like to visit or a new 

car. Place the board somewhere you can see it and it will serve as a reminder of what you’re 

working toward!

STORYTELLING 

Most of us have heard the old adage that “facts tell, but stories sell.” Sometimes when we 

hear something that sounds a little cliché, it makes it difficult to take seriously; however, it’s 

something to take very seriously. 

Simple facts are great—we need the facts to help us make decisions. That said, it’s how 

the facts are presented that makes a difference. Facts are only one part of the story, and 

without them all we have is a fairy tale. A story that brilliantly blends facts, emotions, 

convictions and testimonials can be one of the greatest sellers of all. 
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It’s important to create your own story based on your personal experiences. This is 

something you will share with your prospective partners so that they can see what drew 

you to Zija and how it’s changing or has changed your life. Your story can be as short and 

powerful as “I lost 15 lbs. my first month” or “I was able to retire and spend more time with 

my family!” 

Below you will find some basic questions to help identify some key components that make 

up your story. Remember less is more. Sell the sizzle not the steak. Share specific moments 

and feelings of your background and what got you started with this opportunity.

YOUR BACKGROUND

What did you do before Zija?

_____________________________________________________________________

_____________________________________________________________________

What did you like about that job or career? 

_____________________________________________________________________

_____________________________________________________________________

What didn’t you like? 

_____________________________________________________________________

_____________________________________________________________________

What made you open to taking a look at this opportunity?

_____________________________________________________________________

_____________________________________________________________________

How did you first hear about Zija?

_____________________________________________________________________

_____________________________________________________________________

Talk about that first exposure, that first impression etc. 

_____________________________________________________________________

_____________________________________________________________________
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What made you decide to get started with this company? 

_____________________________________________________________________

_____________________________________________________________________

What do you plan on accomplishing with Zija International? (This is your chance to share 

your dream, your why of doing this business. This helps people see your heart).

_____________________________________________________________________

_____________________________________________________________________  

_____________________________________________________________________

_____________________________________________________________________

_____________________________________________________________________

CONCLUSION: EXTEND AN INVITATION 

As you can see, I’m pretty excited about this opportunity. I don’t know if this is right for you, 

but are you open to taking a closer look at this? 

EXAMPLE: Before Zija I worked as a Mortgage Officer, and what I loved about my job or 

career is that I could help people, I saw what good service could do, I could make my own 

schedule, and I was able to make as much money as I wanted. The problem is that there 

were only so many hours in the day. There were only so many people that I could work with 

and I had no leverage because I am only one person. Ultimately I wanted to take time to 

travel and be with my family. When I found Zija International, I saw products that worked. 

I’ve learned that when you see that products works, you can have a great business! I also 

saw that I could make some very good money in 30 days and that is what I needed. The 

best part of working for Zija International is that I get to help people improve their health, 

their relationships, their wealth and their lifestyle. It’s an incredible feeling to watch people’s 

lives transform, and as that is happening I get to see my own life transform. As you can see 

I’m pretty excited about this opportunity. I don’t know if this is right for you, but are you 

open to taking a closer look at this? 
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STEP 2– GAME PLAN FOR 
SUCCESS
GOAL SETTING

“A person without a goal is like a ship without a rudder, sooner or later the winds of 

circumstance will land you on the rocks.” – Napoleon Hill 

Few people have achieved happiness and success without goals. Now is the time to think 

about and decide on your personal goals with your Zija business. 

When setting your goals, they must be S.M.A.R.T.: 

1. Specific: What will this goal accomplish for you and your organization? How and why will 

this goal be accomplished?

2. Measurable: How will you measure whether or not this goal has been reached?                       

(List at least 2 indicators)  

3. Achievable: Is this goal possible? Have others achieved this or similar goals successfully? 

Do you have the knowledge, abilities, skills, resources and mindset needed to accomplish it? 

Will working toward and meeting this goal challenge you without defeating you?  

4. Results-focused: What is your reason or purpose for wanting to accomplish this goal? 

What will the results of meeting the goal (not the activities leading up to the results) be? 

5. Time-bound: What is the time frame in which your goal must be met? Does that time 

frame or completion date give you a practical sense of urgency? 

It’s imperative that you write down your goals and put them somewhere where you can 

constantly see them. You should also share your goals with team members. This will help 

you remember your goals and stay motivated and accountable. 
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Research conducted by Clinical Psychologist Dr. Gail Matthews shows that people who 

wrote down their goals, shared their goals with a friend, and sent weekly updates to that 

friend were on average 33% more successful in accomplishing their goals than those 

who merely formed or stated goals. By taking the time to complete the following goal 

statements, you will be on your way to success. 

Short-Term Goals (First 90 Days)

1)   __________________________________________________________________

      __________________________________________________________________

2)  __________________________________________________________________

      __________________________________________________________________

3)  __________________________________________________________________

      __________________________________________________________________

Long-Term Goals (12 Months)

1)   __________________________________________________________________

      __________________________________________________________________

2)  __________________________________________________________________

      __________________________________________________________________

3)  __________________________________________________________________

      __________________________________________________________________
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COMMIT TO YOUR BUSINESS

“Time is the most valuable coin in your life. You and you alone will determine how 

that coin will be spent. Be careful that you do not let other people spend it for you.” 

– Carl Sandburg

I want to move FAST. I want to move SLOW.    

Circle One: Spare Time Part Time  Full Time

How many hours per week can you commit to building your Zija business?  

_________

When are those hours? _______________________

Eliminate Distractions and Focus

I will stop… (watching TV, scrolling through social media sites, playing video games, 

gossiping)

_____________________________________________________________________

_____________________________________________________________________

_____________________________________________________________________

_____________________________________________________________________

I will start . . . (smiling, building people, taking Zija products, thinking positively, 

organizing my life)

_____________________________________________________________________

_____________________________________________________________________

_____________________________________________________________________

_____________________________________________________________________
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Accountability

How will you increase accountability in the following areas?

Myself_________________________________

My Team_______________________________

How will you celebrate with your team members as they Rank-advance in their 

business?

_____________________________________________________________________

_____________________________________________________________________

_____________________________________________________________________

_____________________________________________________________________

Your Daily Plan

How many people will you Pique each day?______________________

How many people will you connect with each day?_________________

How many follow-up calls will you do each day?____________________

How many 3-way calls will you do each day?_______________________

How much time will you devote to coaching you+two, Them+2? 

__________________

Your Monthly Plan

How many launch parties will you host per month?_____________________

How many launch parties will your team host per month?_________________

How many local events will you attend with a prospect or team member? 

___________

How many Zija member enrollments will you have this month? 

__________________

How many Zija Customers will you have this month?________________________
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You should always be asking yourself:

When is the next home event? 

Date: ________________ Time: __________________

What team members or prospects are you bringing?_______________________

When is the next training or opportunity event?

Date: __________ Time: ___________

What team members or prospects are you bringing?_______________________

When is the next team call? 

Date: _______________ Time: ____________________

What team members or prospects are you bringing?_______________________

When is the next corporate call?

Date: ________________ Time: ________________

What team members or prospects are you bringing? ______________________

When is the next Zija Summit? 

Dates: _______________

 How many people are you bringing with you? ___________

When is the next Bronze Success Trip? 

Dates: ______________

What team members will I have there? _________________________________
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When is the next Zija Incentive Trip (Cruise, Success Trip, etc.) 

_____________________________________________________________________

What team members will I have there? _________________________________

What is the next Rank for me to achieve? _____________ When will I achieve it? 

_______________

Now that you have established some focused and predetermined goals for yourself, 

take massive action and turn them into reality. 

Mon Tue Wed Thu Fri Sat Sun
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STEP 3: THE SYSTEM

The Zija System utilizes simple yet powerful principles and behaviors to help you build a 

solid business foundation for long-term success. The System is designed to create a series 

of exposures between you and your prospective customers and team members. The more 

exposures your contacts have to Zija and its products and opportunity, the more likely they 

are to enroll.

1) PROSPECT LIST

2) PIQUE

3) PASS

4) PLUG

5) PROMOTE

CREATE YOUR PROSPECT LIST

Who are the people with whom you’re going to share the Zija products and opportunity? 

You’ve probably already thought of several people you believe would be good candidates 

for what we offer—now it’s time to put names on paper.

As you consider who to put on the list, it’s important that you don’t mentally disqualify 

anyone. If someone comes to mind, add him or her to the list. Consider everyone you know, 

and also consider who might have specific leverage points that will open up opportunities 

you otherwise might have missed. Think of people you would like to work with, people who 

have a positive attitude, people who are ambitious and those who are respected in their 

circles of influence.
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Family

_______________________________

_______________________________

_______________________________

_______________________________

_______________________________

_______________________________

_______________________________

_______________________________

Friends

_______________________________

_______________________________

_______________________________

_______________________________

_______________________________

_______________________________

_______________________________

Entrepreneurs

_______________________________

_______________________________

_______________________________

_______________________________

Health-Centered People

_______________________________

_______________________________

_______________________________

_______________________________

People Who Live An Active Lifestyle

_______________________________

_______________________________

_______________________________

_______________________________

The most successful Zija leaders tend to recruit people who are better than they are. By 

this we mean that in addition to sharing the business with everyone, they also spend time 

working on recruiting people who have better contacts, or better skills, or who operate in 

broader circles than they do. They recruit “up.”

If you have a hard time coming up with names, use these “memory joggers” to help you 

focus. Start with people you interact with on a regular basis.

The following categories will help “jog” your memory about who you really know and to 

create your Prospect List. Simply start writing the names of those people who fit into the 

following categories (and any others you can think of).
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ADDITIONAL MEMORY JOGGERS: 

Parents

Siblings

Neighbors

Friends

Uncles

Aunts

Cousins

In-laws

Nieces 

Nephews

Best Man in your 

Wedding

Maid of Honor in your 

Wedding

Wedding Photographer

Attorney

Accountant

Pharmacist

Pediatrician

Family Doctor

Dentist

Dental Hygienist

Optometrist

Chiropractor

Massage Therapist

Pastor/Minister

Friends at Church

Children’s Coaches

Children’s School 

Teachers

Mail Carrier

Co-Workers

Former Co-Workers

Hair Stylist

Barber

Bus Driver

Social Worker

Realtor

Interior Decorator

Salesperson

Mechanic

Flight Attendant

Bank Teller

Seamstress

Teachers

Former Schoolmates

Political Club Members

Church Group Members

PTA President

Former Sports Coaches/

Teachers

People on Your 

Christmas/Holiday Card 

List

Home Appraiser/

Inspector

Babysitter

Consultant

Investor

Sales Representative

Aerobics/Gym Instructor

Bookkeeper

Tax Consultant

Piano/Voice Instructor

Veterinarian

Club Members

Golf Course Colleagues

Librarian

Restaurant Hosts/

Servers

Former Classmates 

(High School and 

College)

Former Teachers/

Professors

Volunteer Groups 
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MY SHARING LIST

Name Phone Interest Pique Pass Plug Promote Notes

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

10

PIQUE

Many people confuse approaching or inviting your contacts with trying to present the entire 

Zija opportunity to them. The purpose of approaching your contacts is to pique their interest 

enough that they’ll move to the next step—or create enough curiosity that they want to learn 

more and ultimately receive a full presentation. No matter your question, if you spend more 

than 2-3 minutes with them during your initial contact, you’ve spent too long. 

Let’s talk about what piquing interest is, and what it is not.

• First, to pique your prospects means you’re finding out what their needs are and  

 suggesting that you have a solution. 

• Start by giving your prospect your “Zija Story.” This is a brief yet compelling introductory  

 statement or story that grabs attention and leaves your listener wanting more. It shouldn’t  

 be more than 30-60 seconds; this is your commercial, after all. Write your Zija Story on  

 the following page:
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My Zija Story

_____________________________________________________________________

_____________________________________________________________________

_____________________________________________________________________

_____________________________________________________________________  

_____________________________________________________________________  

_____________________________________________________________________  

_____________________________________________________________________  

_____________________________________________________________________

• The next key step is asking questions. This helps you understand your contacts more,  

 as well as the needs, desires and interests they have. It does NOT involve you doing all the  

 talking and, again, trying to tell them everything about the company. Here are just a few  

 of the things you could ask about: their job or career, their goals (in any area of their life),  

 how they spend time with family, activities and hobbies, travel, or if they’re interested in  

 health and wellness.

• Remember that piquing a prospect is an initial introduction to the Zija products or  

 opportunity that should take only a few minutes. It is NOT talking for 30 minutes about  

 the products, describing them, talking about the compensation plan, or giving all the  

 details about all aspects of our company (this will happen in the next steps, Pass and  

 Plug). If you’ve gone past this point, you’ve gone too far. Leave them wanting more!

• A pique simply raises the interest of a solution for your prospects’ needs and helps them  

 want to know more.

PIQUE SAMPLE SCRIPTS

Opinion Approach:

“I’ve just been introduced to an exciting business opportunity. I really respect your 

judgment and would appreciate it if you would give me your opinion.”

Third-Party Approach:

“I’ve recently joined an exciting company called Zija. Our business is expanding pretty 

rapidly in your area and I was wondering if you knew of anyone who might be interested 

in earning an additional $500 or $1,000 per week working part-time?” (Stop talking at this 

point and wait for a response).
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Approaching a Business Owner:

“What would you have to earn each year from a 2nd business in order for it to capture your 

interest? If I could show you something I’m doing that would allow you to accomplish that 

and maybe more, with a fraction of the time and capital, wouldn’t it make sense for you to 

put aside an hour of your time to have a look at it with me?

Approaching a Friend:

“If money were no object right now, what would you be doing with your life? Can what you 

presently do provide you with those freedoms and luxuries? If there were a way for you to 

have that freedom, would you take a serious look at an opportunity to do so? Our company, 

Zija International, is experiencing rapid growth and we are looking for key members who 

are willing to be trained and who have a desire to earn a generous monthly income. Let’s 

get together on either Tuesday or Thursday evening and I’ll see that you get the details.

A Simple Approach:

“Our company is rapidly expanding in this area. I was wondering if you know of anyone 

interested in earning an extra $1500 to $2000 a month part-time, working only minimal 

hours per week? (Note: If your prospect does not show any interest in this, do not continue 

with this approach. Discontinue the conversation politely and go on to the next call).

Prospect Wants More Information:

“I would love to answer all of your questions, but I’m kind of pressed for time at the 

moment. I would love to send you some more information (“Pass”). Could I send you a link 

to a short video that I think might help you? Also, I think you’ll get all questions answered 

by attending a _____________________ (name upcoming home meeting, presentation or 

local event). That’s happening on ______________ (date and time). Why don’t we plan to 

attend together?”

Question Approach:

“Let me ask you a question. I know you’re working at ____________, but do you have a 

plan in place to help you become financially independent in the next 5 years? If there were 

such a plan, would you be interested in finding out more about it?”

When They Ask “What is it About?”:

“I’ve discovered a company that’s identified a true consumer need that literally everyone 

has every day of their life. This company has developed a business model that allows people 

to gain financial freedom and a training program that will show you precisely how to build 

the business. Would you be interested in learning more about this?” (If they say no, drop the 

subject and talk about something else). 
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The Close:

“Yes? That’s great! So there’s a meeting on Wednesday evening at 7:00 pm. Can I pick you 

up at 6:45?

Or:  Yes? That’s great. So there’s a meeting on Wednesday evening at 7:00 pm. I’ll wait for 

you at the front of the room at 6:45.”

Quick Questions:

1. So how are things with your job?

2. Have things at your job been working out the way you hoped?

3. I know you’re an ambitious person who’s always looking for a good business  

 opportunity. Are you open to discussing one with me for a few minutes?

4. What are you hoping to achieve career-wise?

5. If there were a way for you to generate a serious supplemental income, would you take  

 some time to explore the possibilities?

6. Is health and wellness important to you?

7. What’s new with your family?

8. How would you like to capitalize on your _________________ (experience, social skills,  

 contacts, talents, intelligence – mention two or three of them)?

9. If you could pay yourself for the next 12 months, how much would you earn?

10. If I told you about a new and powerful idea, would you take a few minutes to learn more  

 about it?

11. What are you passionate about?

12. Have you heard of Moringa oleifera?

13. Did you do anything fun or exciting this summer?

14. Are you ready for a positive financial change?

15. What trips/vacations do you have coming up?

16. What’s your biggest goal in the next 5 years? What’s your plan to get you there?

17. Do you like to travel?

18. I’m involved in a very successful venture right now – if I shoot you a short video, will you  

 take a look at it today?

19. Do you keep your income options open?

20. Do you know anyone that is looking to achieve better health in their life?
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PASS

Once you’ve piqued the interest of your prospects, you’re onto the next step—Pass.

At this point, explain to your prospects that you have something that they would be 

interested in, and ask if you can “pass” them more information (for instance, give them a 

brochure or newspaper, or text/email a link to a video). Always do your best to match the 

tool to the needs and desires of your prospects. Remember that you’re increasing their 

exposures to Zija. 

The following are some great options to “pass” along more information 
to your prospects:

• zija123.com

• “Introduction to Zija International” video (sent by link in text/email or by DVD)

• YouTube Moringa documentary

• Zija Nation Call the 1st Tuesday of every Period

• Natural Health Revolution Call every Wednesday

• In-home Zija party or business presentation

• Local or regional Zija event

• Your MyZija replicated website or zijainternational.com

• Wellness and Success newspaper

• Zija’s issue of Prosper Magazine

• Other brochures

Remember: “PASS not CLASS”. 

TAKE IT TO THE NEXT LEVEL WITH SALES TOOLS

As mentioned, Zija’s marketing and sales tools are a great way to “Pass” on information 

about the company’s products and opportunity in a non-threatening, professional 

and compelling way. You don’t have to worry about being an expert on the products, 

compensation plan or anything else. You can be the messenger, not the message. We put 

a lot of effort into creating professional and compelling materials that you can confidently 

share with any prospect.

Zija offers a world-class quality mobile app, product and other brochures, videos, 

newspapers, CDs/DVDs, business cards, tear-off pads, banners, presentations and more. 
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You can let these tools do the heavy lifting for you. Visit your Zija Back Office, ieostore.com 

and zijabiztools.com to learn about and order sales tools.

PLUG

After your prospects have learned more about Zija through exposure to one or more “Pass” 

tools, it’s time to plug them into your Upline (this could also be referred to a “Connection 

Call” or “3-Way Call”). Your Sponsor and other Upline members are an amazing wealth of 

knowledge, experience and support. Plugging your contacts into your Upline should help 

bring them to a decision if they already haven’t made one. It also illustrates and reinforces 

the System so that they can copy what has occurred with them and duplicate the System 

with others once they begin building their own business.

The most useful tool for plugging others into your system is a “Connection Call,” which 

takes place between you, your prospect and your Sponsor or other Upline member who is 

knowledgeable about the System itself. You Sponsor/Upline member will share their story, 

answer questions, commit your prospect, and provide other tips for success.

At this point, you need to find out where you prospect is (if you haven’t already). He or she 

will typically fall into one of 3 categories:

1. Not sure which products they want to use

2. Product-ready, meaning they’re ready to become a customer 

3. Ready to get started now building a Zija business

If your prospect is a 2 or 3, then that’s great and you can proceed by helping them enroll 

and get their first order in.  
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But what if your prospect is a 1? They require follow up. Following up means you’ll need to 

talk with your prospect and ask some questions to determine their concerns or questions. 

You may need to repeat the process and “Pass” your prospect to another tool based on 

their need for knowledge and understanding. Once they have reviewed the material, “Plug” 

them into another Upline member. You can see the value of having multiple exposures, so 

don’t be afraid to repeat this process!

“The Fortune is in the Follow-Up” 

Always follow up with your prospective partner within 24 hours of them looking at your 

information. Lack of a follow-up results in 90% of the failure experienced by amateurs that 

enter the industry. 

Action supersedes everything. Taking action by following these steps over and over again 

with all of your prospective partners will help you be productive and take your business to 

the next level. 

EXPOSURE

1 EXPOSURE = 2% Become Sponsored 

2 EXP = 5% 

3 EXP = 20% 

4 EXP = 60% 

5 EXP = 80% 

6 EXP = 80%+ 

PIQ
UE

SP
ONSO

RE
D
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PROMOTE

Once your prospect has enrolled as a member of your team, it’s important to get them started 

on the right foot. One of the best things you can do is promote certain events that they 

should attend and be involved in. Doing so will help maintain their excitement and firm up 

their commitment to building a successful Zija business (this will also help you do the same!). 

Here are some of the events your new team members should commit to attending right away:

• Personal

 - Launch party

 - Home party (your own or another team member’s)

 - One on one presentation using a tool, PowerPoint or the “Getting Started” DVD

• Team

 - Team training calls

 - Training events

• Corporate

 - Corporate calls

 - Corporate tours

 - Zija Summit 

BAMFAM (BOOK A MEETING FROM A MEETING) 

BAMFAM is an acronym for “Book a Meeting From a Meeting.” This is a business that is 

always built from event to event, whether they be home parties, super Saturdays, regional 

events or large corporate international events. 

The practice of booking or committing to the next meeting at the conclusion of every 

meeting is a proven method of building a stable business. By committing to the next event 

with people, you not only ensure that your new business partners are engaged in the 

correct behaviors but will also provide accountability for all of you. 

The following are some guidelines that will help you promote events to your new team 

member (and your entire team!):

1. It’s never too early to promote an event everywhere.

2. Personally contact your team and help them register for the event.

3. Make sure the new Distributors understand the importance of attending that very  

 next event.
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4. Make sure your team knows about zijaevents.com

5. Make plans to get your team members to the events. Do calls promoting the events, put  

 out posts on social media, tag friends and guests on social media posts. Get them excited!

Wondering What the Next Event Is?

One of the best ways to know what events are coming up is zijaevents.com. You’ll get all the 

details including dates, times, locations, who is presenting, and so forth. It’s the one events-

related tool you can’t do without!

OVERCOMING OBJECTIONS 

“Opposition is a natural part of life. Just as we develop our physical muscles through 

overcoming opposition—such as lifting weights—we develop our character muscles by 

overcoming challenges and adversity.” – Stephen R. Covey 

There are several simple rules to follow when addressing objections. If used properly, 

objections will no longer be viewed as a problem in your business, but rather an opportunity 

to eliminate underlying concerns. Learning and practicing these rules with your prospective 

partner will help you build your business more successfully. 

Objection Examples: 

o “I’m too busy” or “I don’t have the time” 

o “It’s too expensive” or “I don’t have the money”

o “It’s a pyramid scheme” or “It’s not FDA-approved” 

Always listen carefully to your prospective partner’s objections or questions—never 

interrupt or anticipate what they are going to say. Most of the time your prospective 

partner’s sincere objections are questions or underlying concerns in disguise. 

Step 1 

Repeat what they say “If I could show you…” 

- Prospective partner: “It’s a pyramid scheme.”  

- You: “What’s a pyramid scheme?”  

- Prospective partner: (shares his or her opinion)  

- You: “If I could show you that everything you just said is inaccurate, would you be open  

 to taking a closer look?”  
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Step 2  

Feel – Felt – Found  

You: “I understand how you feel; I felt the same way when I first looked at this company. I 

thought it was one of those pyramid schemes, but what I found through valid, 3rd-party 

validation was that this is in fact a legitimate company. Pyramid schemes typically have no 

real product or service to market—instead people make money from other people just for 

signing up, the person at the top makes all of the money, etc.”

Other Tips:  

Respond to your prospective partner’s objections and questions as precisely and briefly 

as possible. Don’t take objections personally! After being in Zija for some time, you’ll soon 

recognize the common objections that tend to reoccur. Learn one or two responses for each 

one and be prepared to answer them. Once you’ve answered your prospect’s questions 

or concerns, “tie it down.” Confirm your response, making sure your prospective partner 

understands and agrees with it before proceeding any further with your presentation. 

REJECTION-PROOF PROSPECTING 

Prospecting requires being an excellent listener. Listen to those around you and write down 

the names of people who, in the last 30 days, have complained about their health, not 

having enough time, needing more money, etc. Sort these people by approaching them 

with a real solution that Zija can provide and seeing who reaches out to learn more. 

EX: “The other day you mentioned that you were wishing you could lose more weight; is 

that still the case? I just found out that ___________” or “Zija has ____________, which 

has helped a lot of people in your same situation.” 

If they’re interested, they will ask questions or seek out more information from you. Now 

that you’ve piqued their interest, it’s time to pass and plug! 

If there’s someone you haven’t talked to in awhile, feel him or her out to see if he or she 

needs anything. Reach out a couple of times a year via call, text or email. 

EX: “Hey Hillary! I hope you’re doing well. I haven’t talked to you in awhile. What’s new?” If 

she asks about Zija, great! If not, listen to her and still try to be helpful in any way that you 

can. Offer to fill her in on what’s new at Zija. 

When finding potential/prospective business partners, it’s all about becoming comfortable 

and speaking to anyone. Spark a conversation. Introduce yourself while being yourself. 

Ask questions. Relate questions and conversations to the pillars of Life Unlimited: Health, 

Wellness and Beauty, Financial and Time Freedom, Personal Development, and Active 

Lifestyle. You can also use the acronym F.O.R.M. if you’re looking for something to talk 

about: Family, Occupation, and Recreation. Use their answers to create your Message. 
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Tips and Etiquette for Contacting Prospective Partners via Telephone 

• Ask if the timing of your call is convenient and always be conscious of the importance  

 of their time.

• Spend no more than 1-2 minutes on the phone. The longer you are on the phone  

 dominating their time the less likely they are to meet with you again or show up to  

 your meeting.  

• Be courteous at all times. Avoid being argumentative or overbearing in any way.

• Depending on when you last spoke to your prospective partner, reestablish rapport,  

 but be straightforward about the purpose of your call.

• Book appointments for no more than 2-3 days in advance.  

• Learn to work the “Law of Averages”; for example, invite twice as many people to  

 meetings or home parties as you expect to attend  

• Learn to attract others to Zija through your professionalism, attention to detail,  

 enthusiasm and caring attitude.  

Rather than saying “Sorry to bother you,” which has a negative connotation, say something 

like “Did I catch you at a good time?” or “I’m glad I caught you!”  

Note: these can be used on the telephone as well as in person.  
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STEP 4 – BENEFITS AND 
REWARDS OF SHARING

Would you like to own your own business? Spend more time with family and friends? Stay 

healthy and active? Have more time to pursue your hobbies? Travel the world? Put yourself 

or your kids through college? Lose weight? Have more energy? Drive a Mercedes-Benz? 

With Zija’s compensation plan, you are rewarded for certain behaviors, and then you can 

choose how to spend those rewards to build your version of Life Unlimited! 

ZIJA REWARDS PROGRAM

The Zija Rewards Program is a simple way to compensate individuals for their loyalty 

and for purchasing Zija products on a recurring basis! Each time you have a Zija Rewards 

Purchase (AutoShip)—or recurring order—that processes, you will receive: 

• 10% - 25% in Zija Rewards Points – Your amount is based on the PV of your order  

 and how many times in a row you’ve had a Zija Rewards Purchase. You can save up  

 these points and then use them to purchase your favorite Zija health, wellness and  

 beauty products! 

• 25% Off Zija SWAG – Purchase your favorite clothing, gear, accessories, jewelry, luggage,  

 and other items from our SWAG store. You’ll receive your own unique 25% promo code  

 each time your Zija Rewards Purchase processes. 

• Exclusive access to new Zija products before the general public, as well as  

 occasional deals. 

For complete Zija Rewards Program rules and details, refer to the full document in your 

Back Office Library. 
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RETAIL SALES

When you introduce others to Zija’s products, they can purchase them directly from you 

at a price you set or from Zija as Retail Customers at the retail price. If you are an Active 

Distributor, Zija will pay you the difference between the wholesale price and the retail price 

that your Retail Customer paid if purchased directly from Zija. This is called Retail Sales 

Profits and normally equates to a profit of up to 20%. Retail Sales Profits are paid weekly. 

FAST START COMMISSIONS

Every time a newly-enrolled Distributor, Wholesale Member, Retail Customer, Repeat Order 

Customer, etc. places his or her first order within 28 days of enrollment, his or her Sponsor 

earns a percentage of the Volume of that order. 

Requirement   FSC

Sponsor is Active 75  15%

Sponsor is Active 150  25%

500PV
25% = $125

150PV
25% = $37.50

250PV
25% = $62.50

Active 150

SPONSOR

TEAM COMMISSIONS

Team Commissions (TC) are the backbone of the Zija Compensation Plan, and you can 

benefit greatly based upon the Transaction Volume (TV) in your Downline. 

The Team Commissions portion of the Zija Compensation Plan is binary. Our binary plan 

means that you will have the benefit of being placed in one of two Legs—left or right—

in your Sponsor’s group. You will then be compensated based on successfully building 

two Legs of your own. Your Sponsor and Upline Members may also place people in your 

Downline; these people will count toward your Team Commissions and Rank qualification. 

Team Commissions are paid weekly. 
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Understanding Team Commissions

If you and your two Personally-Sponsored Wholesale Members are Active 75 or greater, 

you will have earned the Rank of Builder and will be eligible to receive up to 10% in Team 

Commissions. Your first two Personally-Sponsored Wholesale Members need to be on 

separate Legs. 

Team Commissions are earned on your Lesser Leg Commissionable Volume (CV) and begin 

at 500 accumulated Commissionable Volume on this Leg, as well as on every 100 points 

thereafter. All unpaid Commissionable Volume carries over each Cycle as long as you 

remain an Active 75. For Team Commissions to be paid in subsequent Cycles, there must be 

a minimum of 500 accumulated Commissionable Volume in your Lesser Leg. Zija will pay 

Team Commissions of up to $10,000 per Cycle, per Business Center. 

150 PV 200 PV

150 PV 75 PV

150 PV 75 PV

75 PV

75 PV

POWER LEG LESSER LEG

TEA
M

  CO
M

M
ISSIO

N
S

TE
A

M
 C

O
M

M
IS

SI
O

N
S

TOTAL CV

675

TOTAL CV

500
YOU EARN

$50 

PERSONALLY
SPONSORED75 PV

YOU
(ACTIVE 150)

150 PV
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90-DAY RANK RUN

Reach the Rank you’ve been aiming for and be rewarded with a generous cash bonus for 

achieving your goal! Achieving the Ranks of Bronze through Triple Diamond for the first 

time—and achieving that Rank for 3 more Cycles—can qualify you to receive the following 

one-time bonuses:  

Leadership Ranks Senior Leadership 
Rank

Diamond Executive 
Ranks

Bronze

Bronze

$500

2x 2x 2x 2x 2x 2x 2x
$500

Silver

Silver

$500

$500

Gold

Gold

$1,000

$1,000

White 
Gold

White Gold

$1,000

$1,000

Platinum

Platinum

$1,000

$1,000

Emerald

Emerald

$2,000

$2,000

Diamond

Diamond

$5,000

$5,000

Double 
Diamond

$5,000

Triple 
Diamond

$5,000

This one-time bonus also doesn’t count against any commission caps. Share the Life 

Unlimited message, build your business, and enjoy some extra spending cash!

Want To Earn 2X 90-Day Rank Run Bonuses?

Enroll with a 500 PV “Gold System” and double your Bronze, Silver, Gold, and White Gold 

bonuses if below rules are then achieved within 52 Cycles of Enrollment.

Enroll with a 1000 PV “Diamond System” and double your Bronze, Silver, Gold, White Gold, 

Platinum, Emerald and Diamond bonuses if below rules are then achieved within 52 Cycles 

of Enrollment.

TEAM BUILDER BONUS (TBB) 

The Team Builder Bonus initiative has taken Zija Nation by storm, allowing individuals to 

earn generous Cycle-based bonuses for building their business and helping their team 

members! Now we’re making it even easier—and more profitable—to earn a TBB by adding 

flexibility and making exciting changes .
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How It Works

1. Two Personally Sponsored Builder 500s: Each Cycle in which you have at least two 

Personally Sponsored Distributors who are a Pay Rank between Builder 500 and Silver, you 

will receive a bonus of $50 for each Pairing. This bonus is paid out each Cycle.

2. Two Personally Sponsored Golds: Each Cycle in which you have at least two Personally 

Sponsored Distributors who are a Pay Rank between Gold and Emerald, you will receive a 

bonus of $100 for each Pairing. This bonus is paid out each Cycle.

3. Two Personally Sponsored Diamonds: Each Cycle in which you have at least two 

Personally Sponsored Distributors who are a Pay Rank Diamond and above, you will receive 

a bonus of $250 for each Pairing. This bonus is paid out each Cycle.

EXAMPLE

Personally Sponsored

Gold
Personally Sponsored

Builder 500
Personally Sponsored

Builder 500
Personally Sponsored 

Diamond
Personally Sponsored

Diamond

Active 75/150

Personally Sponsored

Gold

PERSONALLY SPONSORED

YOU

($50) ($100) ($250)

$400=
LEADERSHIP CHECK MATCH POOL (LCMP)

Zija pays up to 6% of Commissionable Volume to Emeralds and above. 

LCMP allows you to earn commissions based on Team Commissions of Distributors that you 

personally sponsor, the Team Commissions of Distributors that they personally sponsor, and so 

on, through potentially 8 Generations of Leaders in your Personally-Sponsored Tree. Because 

there is no limit to the number of Distributors/Wholesale Members that you can personally 

sponsor, there is no limit to the number of Personally-Sponsored Tree Legs that you can have. In 

other words, you have unlimited width. Your depth depends on your Pay Rank. 

LCMP begins when you achieve the senior leadership level Pay Rank of Emerald, and is paid 

up to 4 Generations. Diamond Executives (Diamond, Double Diamond, Triple Diamond, 

and Black Diamond) will be paid up to 5 Generations. Diamond Elites (Diamond Elite, 

Double Diamond Elite, and Triple Diamond Elite) will be paid up to 6 Generations. Crowne 

Diamond Elites (Crowne Diamond Elite, Double Crowne Diamond Elite and Triple Crowne 
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Diamond Elite) will be paid up to 7 Generations. Future Leadership levels will be paid up to 

8 Generations. A Generation ends when a leader is found (Bronze or above), regardless of 

depth. You must be at least the Pay Rank of Emerald to be eligible for LCMP. 

LCMP is paid weekly and is based on a floating percentage of Commissionable Volume*. The 

Team Commissions earned by Distributors in your Personally-Sponsored Tree (within the 

generations for which you qualify) will determine the amount of your LCMP. 

*Weekly commissions from LCMP cannot exceed the Volume from your Lesser Volume Leg. 

DIAMOND LEADERSHIP POOLS

Diamond Pool 

Zija pays up to 4% of Commissionable Volume to Diamond Executives. For each Personally-

Sponsored Tree Leg where there is a Qualified Bronze or higher, Diamonds and above earn 

points in the Diamond Pool. The more qualifying Leadership Legs and Leaders you create, 

the more points you earn in the Pool. This bonus is paid weekly, based on your earned 

portion of the Pool. 

Diamond Elite Pool 

Zija pays up to 2% of Commissionable Volume for Diamond Elite Executives and above. For 

each Personally-Sponsored Tree Leg where there is a Qualified Emerald or higher, Diamond 

Elites and above earn points in the Diamond Elite Pool. The more qualifying Leadership 

Legs and Leaders you create; the more points you earn in the Pool. This bonus is paid 

weekly, based on your earned portion of the Pool. 

The LCMP, DP, DEP are subject to individual leg point caps and total payout caps. 

ONE-TIME BONUS

Zija pays a one-time bonus for achieving the following Ranks:

Senior Diamond Executive Ranks

Black  
Diamond

Double Black  
Diamond

Triple Black  
Diamond

$20,000$20,000$20,000
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In order to receive your One-Time Bonus, you must have been Active with Zija the last 12 

Cycles and accomplish the Pay Rank every Cycle for two consecutive Periods. The bonus 

will be paid the next time the applicable Pay Rank is achieved. 

Diamond Elite, Imperial Diamond, and Crowne Diamond Elite  
Executive Ranks

Diamond 
Elite

Double 
Diamond 

Elite

Triple 
Diamond 

Elite

Imperial 
Diamond

Double 
Imperial 
Diamond

Triple 
Imperial 
Diamond

Crowne 
Diamond

Double 
Crowne 

Diamond

Triple 
Crowne 

Diamond

$500,000$400,000$300,000$100,000$100,000$100,000$50,000$50,000$50,000

In order to receive your One-Time Bonus, you must have been Active with Zija the last 12 

Cycles and accomplish the Pay Rank every Cycle for two consecutive Periods. You have met 

with management and have signed a contract for any additional agreed-upon requirements. 

MULTIPLE BUSINESS CENTERS

As your organization expands, you can potentially benefit by adding additional Business 

Centers. With each additional Business Center, you may earn up to another $10,000 per 

week in Team Commissions. You will receive your second Business Center at the Rank 

of Triple Diamond, and another Business Center at the Rank of Diamond Elite. You must 

maintain the requirements of a Triple Diamond and be Active 150 to earn income on 

Multiple Business Centers. 

The additional Business Center must be approved by Zija Corporate, and will be placed 

directly above your original Business Center. See the published Multiple Business Centers 

document in your Back Office library for more details. 

TEAM BENZ CAR BONUS

Zija is putting you behind the wheel and rewarding you 

for building a solid and growing business. When you 

achieve the Pay Rank of Gold or better every Cycle 

in a Period, you are automatically qualified for 

the Team Benz Zija Luxury Car Program! 

You will earn the Luxury Car Program 

bonus amounts each Cycle listed on 

the following page—according to 

your Pay Rank—which can be 

put toward buying or leasing a 

Mercedes-Benz! 
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Pay Rank 

Gold, White Gold and Platinum 

Emerald and Diamond 

Double Diamond and Triple Diamond 

Black Diamond 

Diamond Elite and Above 

Team Benz Bonus 

$400 per Period/$100 per Cycle 

$500 per Period/$125 per Cycle 

$700 per Period/$175 per Cycle 

$900 per Period/$225 per Cycle 

$1,000 per Period/$250 per Cycle 

For complete rules and details about the Zija Compensation Plan, refer to the full Zija 

Compensation Plan document in the Back Office Library; for complete rules and details 

about special initiatives mentioned, refer to each one’s specific full document in the Back 

Office Library. 

QUICK GLOSSARY

Active Level: Your Active Level is based on your Rolling 4 Cycles Personal Volume or if you 

have become a ROC Star. This Active Level method is used in part to determine your Pay 

Rank each Cycle.

Active 75: To earn commissions and bonuses, you must be Active. To be Active 75 you must 

have a minimum of 75 Personal Volume in a Rolling 4 Cycles or have become a ROC Star.

Active 150: To earn commissions and bonuses, you must be Active. To be Active 150 you 

must have a minimum of 150 Personal Volume in a Rolling 4 Cycles or have become a ROC 

Star.

Autoship: Autoship (also referred to as Auto Re-Order or Recurring Order) is another word 

for Zija Rewards Purchase. This is a convenient method of receiving your Zija Products on 

an automated shipping basis. Depending on the country where an order is shipped, Zija 

Rewards Purchase orders are processed and shipped once every 28 days—usually on a 

Saturday, Monday or Tuesday. Please refer to the Zija Four-Week Rolling Calendar for date 

information.

Builder 500 Legs: Builder 500 Legs are Personally-Sponsored Tree Legs with a Builder 

500 Distributor. You will need to have Active and Qualified Builder 500s to start achieving 

leadership Ranks. This simply means that each one of your Personally Sponsored 

Distributors/Wholesale Members is the start of a specific Leg. Each Leg can contribute only 

one (1) Builder 500 toward your Rank advancements. 

Business Center: Your Business Center is where you are personally placed within the binary 

Genealogy. We may also refer to your Business Center as a position in the Genealogy. 
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Commissionable Volume: Team Commissions are determined by Commissionable Volume 

(CV). Commissionable Volume is the Transaction Volume that rolls up from your Downline 

after other bonuses have been paid. Your earning potential is derived by how much 

Commissionable Volume has been generated in your Lesser Leg During a single Cycle. 

Customer: A Member who has not paid the yearly Wholesale Membership fee—also known 

as a Retail Customer or Repeat Order Customer (ROC). Customers do not have a position in 

the Downline and do not earn commissions.

Cycle: A Cycle is a calendar week (7 Days), beginning at 12:00 a.m. Saturday morning and 

ending at 12:00 midnight Friday night. These days and times are based on Utah’s Mountain 

Standard Time.

Distributor: A Distributor—also referred to as  a “Zija Independent Distributor” and/or 

“Independent Business Owner”—is a person who is an independent contractor authorized 

by Zija to purchase the Company’s products at a wholesale price for resale. A Distributor 

can introduce others to Zija products for personal consumption. A Distributor can also 

sponsor and mentor other people into their Downline Sales Organization and receive 

compensation (commissions, bonuses, and other rewards and incentives) in accordance 

with the requirements of the Zija Compensation Plan. A Distributor must agree and adhere 

to the Zija Policies and Procedures.

Downline: Everyone under your Business Center in the binary Genealogy is considered 

your “Downline” or “Downline Sales Organization” and may be referenced to you as your 

Distributorship. They may be placed by you, your Upline Members, or Distributors who are 

under you.

Generation: A Generation encompasses the organization of any qualified and active 

distributor holding a Pay Rank of Bronze or above. This is determined by your Personal 

Enrollment Tree.

Member: A Member is defined as any person who has made a purchase from Zija 

International. This could be a Repeat Order Customer, Retail Customer, Wholesale Member 

or Distributor.

Member Back Office: The Member Back Office—also referred to as Distributor Back Office 

or MyZija Back Office—is provided by Zija as a place where you can place product orders, 

track the delivery of your products and manage your Zija Distributorship.

Pay Leg: In a Binary Tree you have two Legs—a left Leg and a right Leg. Each Leg may have 

Volume that occurs in the Downline of that Leg. The Volume in each Leg will probably be 

different. The Leg with the smaller amount of Volume is referred to as the Lesser Leg (Pay 

Leg); the Leg with the larger amount of Volume is referred to as the Power Leg.

Pay Rank: Pay Rank is the Rank earned each Cycle based on the requirements of each 

Rank. Pay Rank resets and must be earned each Cycle. See the Zija Rank Qualifications for 

more details.
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Period: A Period consists of four consecutive Cycles. There are 28 days in a Period and 

13 Periods in a calendar year. Please refer to the Zija Four-Week Rolling Calendar for date 

information defining a Period and specific Periods.

Personally-Sponsored Tree: Personally-Sponsored Tree (also referred to as Enroller Tree) 

refers to those Distributors/Wholesale Members you have personally sponsored and those 

whom they have sponsored. This is a unilevel-type tree. All of your Personally-Sponsored 

Distributors/Wholesale Members are on your Frontline.

Personal Volume: Personal Volume (PV) is defined as the Volume associated with a 

Member purchase for purposes of resale, for use as samples, or for personal use.

Pin Rank: Pin Rank (also referred to as High Rank or Title Rank) is the highest Rank 

achieved as a Zija Independent Distributor.

Power Leg: Your Binary Leg, whether right or left, that contains the most Commissionable 

Volume for the Cycle.

Qualified: You must also be Qualified to earn Team Commissions, other commissions, and 

bonuses. This means that you must have at least two Personally-Sponsored Distributors/

Wholesale Members—one on your left Leg and one on your right Leg—who each meet a 

minimum Active Level requirement.

Rank Volume: Rank Volume (RV) is simply all of the Volume generated by your Downline 

that rolls up to your Business Center. Your Rank and earning potential is derived by how 

much Rank Volume has been generated in your Lesser Leg in a single Cycle or multiple 

Cycles, depending upon the Rank. Also referred to as Volume.

Repeat Order Customer (ROC): A Retail Customer who has set up an AutoShip on his or 

her account, which qualifies him or her to pay Wholesale Pricing. Repeat Order Customers 

do not have a position in the Downline.

Retail Customer: Someone who purchases products from Zija but who has not paid the 

yearly Wholesale Membership Fee. Retail Customers do not have a position in the Downline.

Rolling Period/Rolling 4 Cycles: Rolling Period/Rolling 4 Cycles is defined as the current 

Cycle and the previous 3 Cycles. Rolling Period/Rolling 4 Cycles is part of the process that 

determines Activity Level and Rank. See “Period” in the glossary for further definition.

Special Initiatives: Also referred to as Promotions or Programs, are short term and are 

designed to create momentum and reward accomplishments for you and your organization. 

Sponsor Tree Volume: Sponsor Tree Volume is Volume generated by your Personally-

Sponsored Distributors/Wholesale Members, their Personally-Sponsored Distributors/

Wholesale Members, and so on.

Upline: Everybody above your Business Center in the binary Genealogy is considered your 

Upline.
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Volume: Volume is a value applied to a purchased product or products for the purposes 

of determining Rank and paying commissions and bonuses. Also known as Rank Volume, 

Commissionable Volume, Circle Group Volume, Personal Volume and Transaction Volume.

Wholesale Member: A Member that pays a yearly wholesale membership fee of $20.00 in 

order to purchase product from Zija at the Wholesale price. A Wholesale Member becomes 

a Distributor once he or she has accepted the Policies and Procedures and has personally 

sponsored at least one Active Member. Whole Members do not earn commissions.

Zija Rewards Purchase: Each time you have a Zija Rewards Purchase—sometimes referred 

to as an AutoShip or Recurring Order—you will receive Zija Rewards Program points to put 

toward free products, discounts on swag, exclusive access to new Zija Products, occasional 

promotions and more.

All Special Initiatives are subject to change at any time by Zija International at the 

company’s sole discretion.

All Special Initiatives are subject to the Return Policy as found in Zija’s Policies and 

Procedures, section 28-29.

Exceptions to the Return Policy may be applied by the Company in instances in which 

extenuating circumstances exist. If, in Zija’s sole discretion, any product was ordered in an effort 

to manipulate the intiative, such product(s) are not returnable and no refunds will be given.

The Zija Compensation Plan is not fully defined within this document. If you have questions 

or need clarification regarding any part of the Zija Compensation Plan, please contact Zija’s 

Customer Service Department. You can view what different Pay Ranks are currently earning 

by visiting your Member Back Office.
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STEP 5 – THE PROSPERITY 
MINDSET
“Success is nothing more than a few simple disciplines, practiced every day, while 

failure is simply a few errors in judgment, repeated every day. It is the accumulative 

weight of our disciplines and our judgments that leads us to either fortune or 

failure.”     – Jim Rohn 

BELIEF SYSTEM  

Remember that people will listen to your music before they hear your words. The key to 

your success is your belief. Your prospective partners must be convinced that you believe 

before they choose to join you. Begin your belief-building process by listening to company 

and leadership conference calls and attending every event possible. Read marketing 

materials and browse the company website. Learn as much as possible about the industry, 

the company, the products and the process. But remember that you can’t afford to wait 

until you are an expert before you start to contact your prospective partners. This is an 

“earn as you learn” business. Listen and learn as your mentors speak with your prospective 

partners. Remember that whether you think you can or you think you can’t, you are 

probably right. 

PERSONAL DEVELOPMENT

Your success—and the success of your team members—doesn’t just happen overnight. 

Part of this success is created by committing to developing your own personal skills, 

attributes and leadership capabilities. This comes through reading, listening to, engaging in 

and thinking about principles and behaviors that have been proven time and again by the 

most successful business leaders. As you begin to learn and grow your desire to associate 

yourself will successful people will grow.
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“You are the average of the five people you spend the most time with” - Jim Rohn

“Success is knowing your purpose in life, growing to reach your maximum potential, 

and sowing seeds that benefit others.” – John Maxwell 

Not only is personal development an important part of becoming the person you want to 

be, but it is also crucial for success in network marketing. While 100% of people outside 

of network marketing fail to understand the importance of personal development, 90% of 

those within network marketing fail to understand it as well. The bad news is that time flies, 

but the good news is that you are the pilot! 

BENEFITS OF PERSONAL DEVELOPMENT

Success is what we attract by who we become. Personal development can help a person’s 

financial mindset grow, stretching their vision of what is possible. Personal development 

helps develop leaders. Network marketing is not just about duplicating people, it’s about 

duplicating leaders! The ones who duplicate the most leaders will win. It makes people 

better equipped to handle problems that may arise and avoid succumbing to thoughts of 

“when it gets tough, quit.” It helps people learn what to expect when going against the 

grain, giving them strength to cope and thrive while doing so.  

ABUNDANCE MINDSET

Having an abundance mindset as opposed to a poverty mindset can be a crucial aspect 

not only of how you live your life but also of how you lead your life, leading you to fulfilling 

objectives and goals that create the success in life you desire and deserve.

In fact, obtaining a new belief in the abundance of things rather than their scarcity could 

completely change your life. That’s because changing what you believe to be true often 

makes it actually, in reality, come true.

Your internal map of the world, built up from past experiences and teachings, is not always 

the real world; it’s merely a personal representation of it.

Quantum physics is showing us more and more than the world we inhabit is the world 

we create. 

WHAT IS AN ABUNDANCE MINDSET

An abundance mindset is based on the belief that there is more than enough of everything 

to go around for everyone. This may seem contrary at first to what we’ve been taught or 

experienced. The truth is that it’s not a concrete fact, only a product of an economic system 

that feeds off itself—capitalism based on greed.
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Imagine a world based on giving rather than taking; it’s then that a whole new world of 

possibilities emerges.

But besides the fact that in reality scarcity is a product manufactured by man’s decision to 

base his civilization on taking rather than giving, it is also an excellent positive empowering 

mentality to adopt because it can liberate you from negative thinking and allow you to 

see the world from a very different point of view. This new point of view that allows you to 

become excited by all the possibilities rather than the limitations.

It can allow you to unlock your limiting beliefs and values surrounding many things that we 

sometimes falsely think are scarce, such as:

• Potential business partners

• Potential customers

• Opportunities

• Life prospects

• Money

The problem is that even when we instinctively know this, whenever we are frustrated, 

blocked or simply unlucky with something in our lives, it is often not easy for us to put 

things into perspective.

It is easier for us to admit defeat and lurch back into a poverty mentality.

Although this unproductive behavior may be expected and somewhat normal, it is not a 

beneficial behavior or good way of thinking. It can lead us to make false assumptions about 

scarcity and also reinforce our already false beliefs about poverty.

Unless, that is, we have cultivated the correct positive mindset and empowering focus that 

allows us to zoom out and see the overall bigger picture and our place in it. To see things 

from a new perspective and from a different point of view.

What we need is a way to zoom out, see the larger overall scheme of things, and be able to 

place our negative experiences into their proper perspective.

THE BENEFITS OF HAVING AN ABUNDANCE MENTALITY

First of all it is important to point out that having an abundance mentality is not something 

that is necessarily unrealistic.

In most cases there are many other options and opportunities, or ways of achieving our 

goals in life. We just need to stick to it and adopt a supportive behavior pattern that enables 

us to carry on in the face of adversity. We need to meet new business partners, find new 

customers, find new rewarding prospects in life, and find new innovative ways to create and 

secure true wealth for ourselves.
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All that is required is an ability to see things in perspective by having the ability to view 

things from new angles. To see things as they truly are. But the ability TO DO THAT comes 

from the actual mindset that says this IS a valuable and useful way to think. 

It’s not that viewing things from a different angle is such a difficult thing—far from it. It’s 

actually very easy to do. But most people just don’t believe it’s worth it. They’ve adopted a 

negative mindset already, and therefore they feel that there’s no point in trying.

They are set in their ways. They will just conform to their internal mind map and let their 

reality mirror their beliefs.

MORE BENEFITS

An abundance mindset allows us to fail. An abundance mindset says it’s a numbers game 

and that being rejected by an attractive potential partner is not the end of the world. There 

are plenty of fish in the sea.

• That failing to earn more money is a lesson to be learned on the creation road of certainty  

 to true wealth.

• An abundance mentality together with our willingness to fail allows us to push for more  

 things in life without the fear of loss and failure

• An abundance mindset not only keeps us focused on our goals, but actually allows us to  

 attain them. Because YOU KNOW it is possible and YOU KNOW it can be done.

• It’s the core motivation for us to keep trying and to eventually succeed. The lens of  

 abundance created through an abundance mindset allows us to realize and to tap our  

 true FULL POTENTIAL.

• An abundance mindset leads to less attachment, and therefore to less negative emotions  

 when we are thwarted in our endeavors. Depression, anger or disappointment can only  

 fester in our minds when we have a scarcity mindset.

• To see that what you see is what you believe, not what is real.

• See your reality for real, using the power of your mindset and your innate imagination  

 that flows through it.

• There are millions of people on this planet, there are billions of opportunities, and there  

 are trillions of dollars.

Begin today by seeing life and your business through a more abundant lens. You will need 

to step back and see the bigger picture, then zero in on the best angles or most positive 

points of view. 
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BE MENTALLY PREPARED

Psychologists say that 85% of our communication process is facilitated and transmitted 

on a subconscious level. It’s critical for us to be in the right state of mind. Stay excited and 

enthusiastic. You don’t have to be so excited that you scare people, but at the same time, 

if you are not excited about what you are doing, why should your prospective partners or 

customers be?

“Professional enthusiasm” is somewhere in the middle. If you have had one of those hard 

days, it can be helpful to recite affirmations, read a few pages of an inspirational book or 

listen to an audio CD. 

STEPPING OUT OF YOUR COMFORT ZONE  

When you step outside of your comfort zone, you cause yourself to stretch. As you 

continually stretch, you in turn increase the size and scope of your comfort zone and grow 

as a person. Zija’s philosophy is that true success in business is achieved by growing and 

developing yourself and then assisting others in their personal and professional growth. 

“Grow the man or woman and the man or woman will grow the business.”  

Recommended first readings:

Making the Shift: Your First 

7 Days (Developing an 

Entrepreneur Mindset)

Go Pro: 7 Steps to  

Becoming a Network 

Marketing Professional  

by Eric Worre

Building Your Network 

Marketing Business  

by Jim Rohn
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THE LEADER’S ROLE 

“A leader is one who knows the way, goes the way, and shows the way.”  

– John C. Maxwell 

The success of your Zija organization will match the quality of leadership you exhibit. If 

you really want to attract high-quality, highly-focused, committed and inspired individuals 

to your business, the key is to become that person yourself. You must be committed to 

constant and never-ending improvement. Learn to lead by first becoming a good follower. 

As a leader, you must exhibit and master the following: 

• Be goal-oriented and self motivated 

• Lead by example 

• Exercise and inspire initiative 

• Learn to bring out the very best in others 

• Grow your self-confidence, becoming a calm and self-confident leader who inspires  

 the same in others 

• Keep people focused on what works, performing well together in a firm but fair way 

• Be more interested in the success of others than in your own personal success 

• Become a truly inspirational leader by supporting, encouraging and edifying the  

 success of others 

• Establish mutually rewarding and cooperative working relationships with team members 

EMPOWERING YOUR LEADERS 

“Good leadership consists of showing average people how to do the work of 

superior people.” – John D. Rockefeller 

In order to keep your organization strong and growing, it’s imperative that you identify 

and support the leaders or potential leaders in your Downline. This will ensure a lasting 

transformation in the development of healthy groups that are maximizing the earning 

potential of the Zija Compensation Plan. 

Who in your organization stands out as a potential leader? 

_____________________________________________________________________  

_____________________________________________________________________  

_____________________________________________________________________
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How do you use recognition to develop your leaders? 

_____________________________________________________________________  

_____________________________________________________________________  

_____________________________________________________________________

“Too often we underestimate the power of a touch, a smile, a kind word, a listening 

ear, an honest compliment, or the smallest act of caring, all of which have the 

potential to turn a life around.” – Leo Buscaglia 

BECOMING A GOOD LISTENER 

Develop the art of listening to and connecting with the feelings and motivations of those 

with whom you are dealing, regardless of whether or not they are a team member or a 

prospective partner looking at the business. Learning to understand others will help you 

develop the empathy that leads to strong and lasting relationships built on trust. You will 

become a great leader in Zija when you master the art of listening to people. 

What can you do to become a better listener? 

_____________________________________________________________________  

_____________________________________________________________________  

_____________________________________________________________________
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THE POWER OF TEAMWORK AND ATTITUDE 

“Coming together is a beginning, staying together is progress, and working 

together is success.” - Henry Ford 

Your attitude has an influence on the size of your dreams and determines how you react 

when faced with an obstacle. It’s more important than your appearance, giftedness or skill. 

It has the potential to literally make or break a relationship or your organization. 

Each day, you have a choice regarding the attitude that you will embrace. It’s true that we 

cannot change our past. We cannot change the way people will react to us. However, we 

can definitely control our attitude and how we master our emotions. Keep in mind that 

life is 10% what happens and 90% how we react to it. No other person can control your 

attitude—only YOU! So if you want to receive the rewards that the future holds for you, you 

must learn how to control your attitude. 

Network Marketing is primarily a “people business.” How you relate to others, and they to 

you, can ultimately determine how successful you will become in Zija. People can affect 

your attitude with negative sources of influence, but no one can control your attitude unless 

you allow them to. 

What is your attitude right now toward your Zija business?

_____________________________________________________________________  

_____________________________________________________________________  

_____________________________________________________________________  

_____________________________________________________________________

What can you do to change your attitude and master your emotions? 

_____________________________________________________________________  

_____________________________________________________________________  

_____________________________________________________________________  

_____________________________________________________________________

“It is the way we react to circumstances that determines our feeling” – Dale Carnegie 
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MARKETING

The Zija 10 Core Commitments

1. I Have a “Get Started” Game Plan

2. I Will Commit to at least 3 Exposures Every Day

3. I Will Host and Attend a PBR on a Weekly Basis

4. I Will Complete Fast-Start Zija University Training

5. I Will Send at Least One Long-Distance Package Per Week

6. I Will Attend All Super Saturday and  

 Team Events

7. I Will Attend All Corporate Events

8. I Will Commit to Daily  

 Personal Development

9. I Will Get a Workout Partner

10. I Will Be Here a Year  

 from Now!

For more details, see the  

book, The 10 Core  

Commitments, by Mike  

Sims and Chris Estes.

For more information on  

Zija-specific and generic  

marketing tools, visit the  

website zijabiztools.com.
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